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Stay in touch…  

NEWSLETTER            
17 May 2019 
 
From the Deputy Headmaster….  
 
Have we forgotten how to lose? 
 
Don’t we all love to win?! I know I do, and as the cross country, 
hockey, soccer and netball seasons hit full swing I know I share this in 
common with many many others. Winning is a good thing but in our pursuit of it, I 
wonder if we have somehow forgotten the importance of what it means to lose? Is 
it possible that in the pursuit of winning, and the associated baggage that the term 
‘loser’ carries, we have adopted a single minded pursuit of winning that is ultimately 
detrimental? 
 
The infamous Lance Armstrong who cheated his way to 7 Tour De France victories 
before confessing and being stripped of his titles once said ‘Oh yes I love to win, but 
more than that, I just cannot stand to lose’. He openly admits that this mentality 
played at least some part in his decision to ‘win at all costs’ via illegal and drug 
induced means. During his tenure as undisputed cycling champion, Lance was 
referred to as ‘the boss’ and regarded as one who was not to be crossed, and a 
bully of those who dared to challenge his authority. It’s not hard to see that perhaps 
hiding beneath the slick veneer of a ‘win at all costs’ mentality lurks a dangerous 
propensity for unsavoury behaviours that get in the way of deep and meaningful 
relationships with others.  
 
I sometimes consider the motivation behind why we don’t keep score in the junior 
years of most team sports? We hear that this is to build a love of the game without 
the distraction of winning and losing. We hear that ‘this way, everyone’s a winner!’ 

However my experience has 
been that the first thing an 
Under-5 soccer team will tell me 
when the final whistle blows is 
what the score was, who won 
and who lost! I wonder if at a 
deeper level we don’t recognise 
the winners because we can’t 
bear the thought of therefore 
implicitly acknowledging a 
‘loser’.  
 
But, you and I know that our 
human experience is one of 
winning and losing. We land a 
job, we are made redundant. 

We get ahead financially, we lose on a poor investment. We sow seeds in hope, then 
the drought wears on. We buy livestock at the top of the market cycle and sell at the 
bottom. We get close to our children, then our relationships are rocked. We 
celebrate a Friday and then suddenly it’s Monday! Interestingly, these are 
‘accidental losses’ and although unavoidable, we do all that we can to avoid them. 
 
I remember my Grandfather used to always say to me ‘no matter how good you are 
at something young fella, there is always someone who can do it better than you’. 
This may be howled down today as being a defeatist attitude, but it’s resonance 
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with our actual experience is firm. Indeed, I wonder is it not a dose of realism that breeds resilience in the face of defeat? 
Something we would all like for ourselves, and most of all, for our children.  
 
I wonder if that’s why we find it so hard to choose to lose in order to benefit another? One of the greatest threads that 
runs through the Christian worldview is this very thing. The Apostle Paul highlights Jesus as the ‘ultimate loser’! Note also 
that suddenly it’s not the triviality of sport, but rather the real deal, the game of life itself.  
“For you know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that though he was rich, yet for your sake he became poor, so that 
you through his poverty might become rich”.  
2 Corinthians 8:9 
 
Paul is not talking about earthly riches of course (Jesus grew up a working class carpenter and as an adult was an 
unmarried nomad who moved from town to town, often lodging with others). Rather, Paul’s point is that Jesus’ act of 
the incarnation was one of deliberately relinquishing (losing) his throne and entering our human experience as the lowest 
of the low, in order to serve us. 
 
In one of my favourite hymns, Charles Wesley famously asserts: 
 
“He (Jesus) left his Father’s throne above,  
so free so infinite his grace, 
 emptied himself of all but love,  
and bled for Adam’s helpless race”.  
 
Paul encourages us elsewhere to get our attitude to losing right. In Philippians 2 he says: 
 
“In your relationships with one another, have the same mindset as Christ Jesus: Who, being in very nature God, did not 
consider equality with God something to be used to his own advantage, rather, he made himself nothing… “ 
Philippians 2: 5-7a 
 
Do you see the link between mind and action? I find it compelling to contemplate that if our default mindset is to avoid 
losing in order to win - sadly our actions will follow. However there is a better way! Notice also that the context is ‘in your 
relationships’ - in other words, in our relationships Paul is encouraging us to take on a mindset that is not only prepared 
to lose for the good of others, but we ought to deliberately look for ways to humbly lower ourselves, take on an attitude 
of service and act in such a way that lifts others up. It is not that by doing so we are ‘worth nothing’, but that we humbly 
lower ourselves, rather than constantly self inflating. Imagine the actions that would follow such a mindset! 
 
Last week at soccer training the U9 team was down 1 nil to the U8 team. With 1 minute to go some of the U9 boys started 
yelling out ‘we’re going to lose, it’s not fair!’. I really wanted them to end up losing so that we could debrief on the 
importance of losing well and to not suffer from ‘fear of losing’. Sadly in the dying seconds they scored a screamer of a 
goal and the game ended with no official ‘loser’! But as we all know, it’s only a matter of time and I will do my best in 
that moment to rally the boys and help them see losing for what it really is. 
Happy weekend all, enjoy the moment, Monday is coming! 
 
 
Yours in thoughtfulness, 
 
Mr Scott Hazelton 
Deputy Headmaster  
  

Save the Date: Winter Concert Thursday 20th June 
6:00 - 7:30pm OAGS Media Centre 
 
All our co-curricular ensembles are preparing to perform at our Winter 
Concert coming up in Week 8. Please make sure you pop the date in your 
diary now so you don’t miss this wonderful night!  
 
AMEB Exam enrolments are currently being finalised. Please make sure 
you speak to your child’s tutor about their suitability for an exam.  
 

My child won’t practice! 
It’s perfectly normal for children to have times when they are less than enthusiastic and disciplined in practising their 
instrument or singing. Many adults say they gave up playing an instrument at school but later report they wished they 
had persevered. All worthwhile pursuits require discipline and perseverance, and as parents it is a wonderful gift to our 
children to develop these qualities in them. 
 
If your child is reluctant to practise, try these strategies: 
·       A sticker or reward chart 

This is a powerful visual reminder which is effective even with high schoolers. Discuss with your child appropriate 
expectations (e.g. 20 minutes of practice 4 times a week), find a reward that motivates your child, draw up a chart 
together and stick it on the fridge or music stand. 
 



                        
·       Performance Opportunities 

AMEB exams are helpful, but being a musician is about so much more than an exam. Perhaps your child could 
FaceTime a grandparent to play their latest piece, or enter the Eisteddfod. Can they put on a little concert for their 
little brothers and sisters? Can they make a video and edit it in iMovie? Think outside the square to celebrate your 
child’s progress. 
 

·       Fun Repertoire 
It is so valuable to master the rich traditional repertoire of an instrument, but there is also a place for playing music 
‘just for fun’. Pieces can be purchased from sites such as www.musicnotes.com  - of course you should check with 
your child’s tutor about finding a suitable piece. Perhaps the promise of playing the Star Wars theme might just be 
the boost they need! 

·       Apps to help sight reading 
There are so many ways to help your child become fluent in reading music notation. One of my favourites is the free 
app Staff Wars. A customisable app with a Star Wars theme has children ‘shoot’ the note by correctly identifying it. 
Staff Wars Live (currently $1.49) goes a step further and requires the correct note to be played on an instrument! It’s 
so much fun to play and gives sight reading skills a real boost. 

·    Join an ensemble 
Because it’s more fun to play with your friends! See below for all the ensembles we have at OAGS.  

 
All the best to those who auditioned for the HICES Music Festival! We are currently waiting to hear back from them and 
are confident we will be taking lots of our musical stars to the Sydney Town Hall this year.  
 
Ensembles @ OAGS   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

OAGS Cross Country 
OAGS has created an amazing, 
scenic and challenging Cross 
Country course.  Our students, from 
Transition through to Year 12, tested 
their perseverance on this hilly track 
on Wednesday, 1st May, 2019, for 
the annual OAGS Cross Country 
Carnival.  

While not everyone considers themselves a ‘runner’, it was pleasing to see the 
“have a go” attitude that prevailed on the day, with large numbers of students 
completing the course and surprising themselves at their speed and endurance. 
A highlight of competitive carnivals is the announcement of the winning 
House.  The results were extremely close this year, with only a few points 
separating the Houses. 
 
The 2019 Champion Cross Country House is DINAWAN. 
Congratulations to the following students who were awarded Age Champion or 
Reserve Champion following their performance on the day: 



                        
  

  Champion Reserve Champions 

8 Years Emily Meiring 
Samuel Butt 

Ava Jarrett 
Henry Jones 

9 Years Lucy Jurd 
Joshua Hazelton 

Georgie Simpson 
Samuel Brown 

10 Years Imogen Johnston 
Oscar Paul 

Charlotte Meiring 
Gregory Finlay 

11 Years Jocelyn Blair 
Blake Gleeson 

Milla Jurd 
Ben Polley 

12 Years Isla Stringer 
Marley Ash 

Lara Whybrow 
Olsen Kennedy 

13 Years Holly Lane 
Keegan Willis 

Grace Stringer 
Nate Lee 

14 Years Molly Duffell 
Charlie Ross 

Jessica Curtin 
Jacob Norcott 

15 Years Adelaide Webster 
Bayden Willis 

Brooke Windus 
Harry Buckland 

16 Years Suzie Daugherty 
Jock Johnston 

Isabella Kane 
Ryan Chirenje 

17 Years Tom Dale Jackson Willis 

18+ Years Hailey Spirit-Jones Ebony Whybrow 

  
Secondary WAS Cross Country Carnival 
On Monday 13th May, 19 secondary students travelled to Scots All Saints’ College to compete in the Secondary WAS 
Cross Country Carnival.  The students completed courses ranging in distance from 3km to 6km.  It was a day full of 
success with all 19 of our students qualifying for the AICES Cross Country Championships in Sydney in June. 
Congratulations to our students on the following results: 
17 Years Boys: Tom 1st; Jackson 6th; Ethan 8th 
16 Years Boys: Jock 3rd; Ryan 4th 
15 Years Boys: Bayden 2nd; Jack 10th 
15 Years Girls: Adelaide 2nd; Brooke 5th 
14 years Boys: Charlie 1st; Jacob 7th 
14 years Girls: Molly 5th; Jessica 7th 
13 years Boys: Keegan 4th; Nate 5th; Hayden 6th 

12 years Boys: Tanatswa 4th 
12 Years Girls: Holly 6th; Lucy 
10th  
 
Representative News  
Congratulations to Oscar Watson who trialled for the AICES Under 16 Rugby Union Team and was 
successfully selected as a shadow for the team. Oscar was the only player in the Western Region 
selected which is a great effort! 
OAGS Sports Department 

 
Poetry in Action Comes to OAGS 
Students in Years 9-12 were treated to an engaging performance by a trio of 
performers from Poetry in Action.  The show, “Words That Changed the World”, 
brought literary and language techniques to life and the art of public speaking 
into an entertaining form. The show featured some of the world’s greatest 
speakers, and let students discover how the power of words can change the 
world.  Using poetry and literature, political speeches, theatre and cinema to 
showcase some of the greatest speeches from around the world, students were 
shown how to use the tools of rhetoric and language.  The trio performed with 
passion and enthusiasm, demonstrating how examples of famous words have 
inspired and moved audiences throughout history and the world. 
 



                        

 Early Learning Parent Information Session on Emotional 
Development 
 
Thank you to the families and staff who attended the Early Learning 
information session about child emotional development on Wednesday night. 
The session was informative and the strategies shared were realistic and 
useable in both the home and classroom.  
I would like to thank Mrs Rowena Roweth (Psychologist) and Dr Radha Srikanth 
(Psychiatrist) for their time and for sharing their knowledge of child emotional 
development.  
 

What works:  
 Connect before correct 
 Name to tame emotions          
 Listen to understand 
 Be curious and empathic  
 Co-regulate 
 Attune 
 Mindfulness 
 Validate 
 Problem solve as needed   

Mrs Sally Drury 
Early Learning Coordinator  
 

Stage 1 Garden Project 
 
Stage 1 have commenced work on a garden project which will rejuvenate an area 
that is currently looking a bit neglected and in need of some care and attention. 
The project is expected to take approximately 6 weeks and it is hoped once 
completed it will serve as a quiet and contemplative space that has a variety of 
sensory plants including herbs and shrubs.  Our first step is to remove all the weeds 
and prepare some drawings and plans which meet our needs and interests. Will, 
Harrison, Harry and Lotte are part of the team, but we are looking to also get others 
involved in their project. 
 
Mr Keith Macleay 
Stage 1 Teacher 
 

 

Library@OAGS 
NSS2019: The National Simultaneous Storytime is an annual event and will 
be held on Wednesday the 22nd of May, 10.35am under The Hangar. The 
story this year is “Alpacas with Maracas” by Matt Cosgrove. Stage 1 
Cockatiels will be performing and there will be special guests of the four 
legged variety!! All welcome! If families have maracas or shakers at home, 
please send them along with your children as they will be able to use them 
during the event. 
Book Club: Issue 3 orders should arrive by the end of Week 4 or early week 
5. Thank you for all who order. Scholastic points are collected by the 
school, which are used to purchase classroom resources. 
Lego MakerSpace: This MakerSpace group started during week 3. All Stage 
1 students are welcome to join. All they need to bring is their container of Lego (please label). Thursdays lunchtime in 
the Library.  
 

     
 
 



                        

Artist in Residence - Suzie Daugherty  
This week Suzie Daugherty has taken up the role as an Artist in Residence to 
run a drawing club. Drawing lessons will be conducted every Tuesday at 
Lunchtime, for the next 4 weeks.  Suzie brings a wealth of drawing experience 
with her to this role. She is an accomplished artist in her own right, having 
done numerous commissions including posters, pamphlets and portraits. 
Nellie joined the groups because she wants to improve her drawing skills.  
“Being in the drawing group has taught me to draw manga and anime style 
eyes and in the coming weeks I will learn to draw an entire manga avatar of 
our own choice.”   
Nellie is excited because being part 
of the Artist in Residence 
programme at OAGS is a fun way to 
spend lunchtimes and we have all 

been given a portfolio to keep our work in.   
 
Drawing as Mindfulness 
I  have always found entering a mindful state achievable by doing activities 
such as carving into stone or drawing. The hands are busy and the mind just 
begins to switch off, shut down all the random thoughts and instead focus on 
the present moment. People also achieve mindfulness by doing yoga, focusing 
on breathing exercises or going for a mindful walk. It has also been found to 
help children regulate their emotions or simply use drawing as a means of 
relaxing and focusing on the moment. A mindful drawing exercise is one that helps you to bring attention to the present 
moment in time by focusing on what you are drawing – the sound, smell, feeling of it, or simply just what you can see. 
 
Try some mindful drawing yourself, or try sitting with someone and sharing a mindful drawing activity as an alternative to 
watch TV or using a device. 
 
Drawing Exercise - Mindful Doodling 
Get a piece of A4 paper and a pencil or a pen. Sit comfortably, holding your pencil as you would normally. Keep the tip 
resting on the page and close your eyes. 

 Take a few moments to focus on the feeling of your pencil between your fingers. This is something we do almost 
every day—we write, we scribble notes, we sign our name, but very rarely do we pay attention to how it actually 
feels to hold a pen in our hand. 

 See if you can notice the different places the pencil presses against your skin. Is it resting on a knuckle or on the 
soft pads of your fingers? Is the surface rough or smooth?  How does it feel? Experiment with how you hold the 
pencil. Are you holding it tightly or with a loose and relaxed grip? Can you loosen or tighten your hold so that it 
feels poised and yet still relaxed? 

 Start to make some simple shapes on the page—all the time keeping your eyes closed. Make shapes simply 
because it feels good to make them. They might be continuous circles or spirals, zig-zags, straight lines, wavy 
lines, geometric type shapes, anything at all, just one or a combination of all. 

 Keep your eyes closed and resist the urge to peek. Don’t try to draw anything in particular; you’re not drawing 
either from life or from your imagination here, you’re just doodling, just making marks, just making marks that feel 
instinctive and enjoyable to make. 

 When you feel yourself getting a little tired or bored with one shape, change your focus and draw another 
shape. Keep coming back to the sensation of your hand drawing, brushing against the paper, holding the 
pencil. Keep drawing—keep doodling just what feels good, the shapes you feel you instinctively want to. 

 Extend your mindfulness doodles into a more finished work that your revisit and complete or refine over a long 
period of time. 

Mr Keith Macleay  
Head of Wellbeing  

 
CADETS  
Monday nights are now much colder so cadets have been told to wear jumpers 
and bring their cold weather vests. This ‘bright’ side is that we are also now able 
to do a greater variety of night activities! 
A reminder that the Term 2 fee ($60) is now due. Your fees are used for many 
things (other than Monday sausages!!) such as purchasing 28 silva compasses, 
vehicle hire, ropes, 2 person tents, eski, unit T Shirts and other necessary items.  We 
are now investigating the purchasing of radios to teach communication 
procedures and to give us a control/safety system on Mondays and during field 
activities .  
 
Cadets and their parents will be emailed a more detailed Term 2 cadet 
newsletter shortly. 
 



                        

 Sushi Making 
Students from Year 8 learnt how to make sushi this fortnight. The students relished in 
making it and really enjoyed eating it! In recent years, sushi has become popular in 
Australia, particularly for a healthy take-away alternative. We are fortunate to have five 
places In Orange where you can buy sushi; Fresh Food Fast (North Orange Shopping 
Centre), Mr Sushi King, Sushi Song, Suli Sushi (Summer Centre) and Sushiya (Orange 
Central Square). Below is a recipe for sushi. All ingredients can be purchased in the asian 
food section of Coles and Woolworths. 

Recipe - Sushi Roll 
Ingredients - Serves 4 
 1-2 cups of sushi rice  
 1 tablespoon of seasoned rice vinegar or sushi 
seasoning 
 4 nori sheets (dried, roasted seaweed) 
 105g of red salmon, chicken or tuna (or any filling you 
like) 
 Mayonnaise (to serve with tuna or vegetables) 
 Carrot 
 Lebanese cucumber 
 Soy sauce to serve 
 
Step 1 - Cook sushi rice as per the instructions on the 
packet.  
Step 2 - Place the rice in a bowl and add rice vinegar or 

sushi seasoning. Do not roll the sushi rice while it is warm. Let the rice cool after it has 
been cooked.  
Step 3 - Grate the carrot and cut cucumber into small thin strips. 
Step 4 - Place the nori sheet (shiny-side down) onto the sushi (bamboo) mat. Spread a 
thin even layer of rice over the nori sheet. Leave a 2 cm border around one side of the 
nori sheet, as this is  where you join the end of the nori sheet to enclose your sushi roll. 
Step 5 - Place other ingredients on top of the rice, however, not too much as you won’t 
be able to roll the sushi.  
Step 6 - Using the sushi mat, roll the contents firmly to enclose the filling. To close the 
sushi roll, lightly wet the 2 cm border with your wet finger, then seal the end to the roll. 
Repeat the above procedure to make different types of sushi rolls. 
Step 7 - Wet your knife and cut the sushi into small pieces (the wet knife stops the rice 
from sticking onto the knife).  
Step 8 - Serve your sushi with soy sauce.  Enjoy!  いただきます！ 
 
Ms Claudette Andrie 
Secondary Japanese Teacher 
 
 
Dance@OAGS 
Another year of the OAGS Dance Program commenced this week, with our teachers Miss Dim & Miss Bella from United 
Dance Project. All students had a great time and we look forward to another successful year of dancing! Just a reminder 
of the 2019 timetable: 

Mondays 8:15-9am: Stage 3 
Tuesdays 8:15-9am: All Boys Hip-Hop 
Wednesdays 8:15-9am: Stage 1 
Thursdays 8:15-9am: Secondary 
Friday 8:15-9am: Stage 2 
 

Miss Gabby Seton, Mrs Erin Purvis & Miss Steph Harrison 
Dance Program Coordinators 
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